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Scott Edmunds PhD
The BioMed Central Editorial Team

Dear Dr Edmunds,

RE: MS: 1597150544270192 “Association of ADAM33 gene polymorphisms with COPD in a northeastern Chinese population”

Thank you for accepting the manuscript for publication in BMC Medical Genetics in principle. The manuscript has been revised based on the comments made by the reviewers and associate editor. The changes we have made in response to the comments were underlined for you to review. Except these, there are no changes in the manuscript text.

In order to make our revised manuscript conform to the journal style, some format in manuscript were modified according to the template. In the title page of manuscript, country’s name is PR China, Authors' qualifications were deleted. In the manuscript text, heading and sub-headings’ type font were Arial. In references, the term ’et al were replace with all named authors.

We look forward to your reply.

Yours sincerely,

Fuzhen Lv, M.D., Ph.D.
Dean of Respiratory Department, the Second Affiliated Hospital
Harbin Medical University
Harbin 150081
Tel: 86-451-86605445

Email: fuzhenlv46@yahoo.cn